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Abstract
In the present paper we give a functional interpretation of Aczel’s constructive set theories
CZF− and CZF in systems T2 and T+2 of constructive set functionals of nite types. This
interpretation is obtained by a translation , a renement of the ^-translation introduced by
Diller and Nahm (Arch. Math. Logik Grundlagenforsch. 16 (1974) 49{66) which again is an
extension of Godel’s Dialectica translation. The interpretation theorem gives characterizations of
the denable set functions of CZF− and CZF in terms of constructive set functionals. In a second
part we introduce constructive set theories in all nite types. We expand the interpretation to
these theories and give a characterization of the translation . We further show that the simplest
non-trivial axiom of extensionality (for type 2) is not interpretable by functionals of T2 and T+2.
We obtain this result by adapting Howard’s notion of hereditarily majorizable functionals to set
functionals. Subject of the last section is the translation _ that is dened in Burr (Arch. Math.
Logic, to appear) for an interpretation of Kripke-Platek set theory with innity (KP!). c© 2000
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1. Introduction
In the present paper we present a functional interpretation for Aczel’s constructive
set theory CZF in the spirit of Godel’s Dialectica interpretation.
We start this introduction with the more general question: What does a functional
interpretation achieve? The prototype of a functional interpretation as intended here is
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Godel’s Dialectica interpretation D for intuitionistic arithmetic: The Dialectica transla-
tion assigns inductively a formula 9v8w’D to any formula ’ of Heyting arithmetic
(HA) (with v; w tuples of variables of nite type and ’D quantier free), leaving quan-
tier free formulae without disjunction unchanged.
The interpretation theorem now states that for every theorem of HA with translation
9v8w’D there are witnessing terms for the existential quantiers 9v in the system T
of primitive recursive functionals, i.e., terms t with T‘’D(t; w). This interpretation
immediately shows that HA is consistent relative to the quantier free system T. Fur-
thermore, it gives a characterization of the provable recursive functions of HA: If HA
proves a 2-sentence 8x9y’(x; y) then there is a primitive recursive functional F of
type 1 with T‘’(x; Fx). Roughly speaking the Dialectica interpretation extracts the
existential content of a derivation of HA in terms of primitive recursive functionals.
In proving the interpretation theorem by an induction on proofs in HA, we necessarily
encounter an axiom or rule that entails contraction, e.g.
’!’^’
(in fact, this is an immediate consequence of the rule A7 in the system for intuitionistic
logic that we shall adopt later on in the paper). It turns out that the interpretation of
this axiom requires (for details see e.g. [36])
(i) a characteristic term t’D in T for ’D, i.e. a term with T‘ t’D =1$’.
(ii) the decidability of ’D: T‘’D _ :’D.
As long as we are dealing with HA, both requirements are fullled, because for
’2LA the matrix ’D of the Dialectica-translation is a Boolean combination of equa-
tions of type o. These formulae are decidable and it is easy to dene characteristic
terms for them in T. However, there are formulae in T for which these requirements
fail, namely equations of higher type. Consider for example ’ : x1 =y1 for variables
of type 1. We neither have a characteristic term for ’ nor T‘’_:’. We should men-
tion that the decidability of a formula does not entail the existence of a characteristic
term for this formula, here the example is T provided with classical logic: although
now all formulae are decidable, we still do not have characteristic terms for equations
of higher type. And vice versa, in general the existence of a characteristic term does
not imply the decidability of a formula: here the example is the system of constructive
set functionals we dene in Section 3. For 0-formulae this system is provided with
characteristic terms, although even prime formulae are undecidable.
As soon as it comes to extensions of HA, these requirements may fail. One interesting
extension is the natural span of HA and T: Heyting arithmetic in all nite types (HA!).
This theory is the framework to discuss the strength of the Dialectica-translation, i.e.,
to characterize the schema ’$’D. HA! is a theory in which we neither have the
decidability of equations of higher type nor characteristic functionals for them. An
example given by Howard (see [17]) shows that HA! is not D-interpretable in T: 1
1 However, variants HA!0 ; I−HA!0 and WE−HA!0 are D-interpretable in their quantier fragments, see [35].
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Let 0o! o be a canonical zero-functional of type 1 and ’ be the formula
() 8uo! o::9x(x=0$ uo! o=0o! o):
This formula is derivable in HA! by an essential use of the contraction axiom but not
D-interpretable by any continuous functional. Since all functionals of T are continuous
HA! is not D-interpretable in T.
In 1974, Diller and Nahm gave a rened translation ^ to overcome this contraction
problem and make the interpretation independent of characteristic terms and the de-
cidability of quantier free formulae. The main idea of the Diller{Nahm translation is
the following: The Dialectica translation requires a decision in terms of T between two
witnesses, which is in general impossible. The Diller{Nahm translation, in contrast,
allows us to collect both witnesses and hence makes the decision superuous.
In order to implement this idea, Diller and Nahm introduced the system T^ : it ex-
tends T by an additional restricted universal quantier but leaves the stock of functionals
unchanged.
Diller and Nahm’s main result is: HA! is ^ -interpretable in T^ . Using the new
translation it is easy to interpret the contraction ’!’^’, for details see [17].
In combination with the negative translation, Godel’s Dialectica interpretation is
also applicable to Peano arithmetic (PA). A more direct approach was proposed by
Shoeneld (see [34]). He gives a translation ’ 7! ’S  8x9y’S(x; y). ’ is said to
be S -interpretable in T if there are terms T with T‘’S(x; t), where in contrast to the
Dialectica-interpretation the terms t may contain the free variables x. Shoeneld’s in-
terpretation theorem is: PA is S -interpretable in T (to be more precise: Shoeneld gives
an interpretation in the full type structure, but it is easy to see that this interpretation
can be performed in T as well).
The two variants ^ and S of the Dialectica translation were introduced to interpret
two extensions of HA, namely HA! and PA. Both extensions have specic features that
made a rened translation necessary: In the rst case the lack of characteristic terms, in
the second the law of excluded middle. Although the two problems are quite dierent,
we can say that they are both of logical nature. In both cases we do not need new
functionals for the interpretation (note: in terms of proof theoretic strength, PA; HA
and HA! are equivalent), but a more careful translation that respects the peculiarities
of the respective extensions. This turns out to be a general pattern: The translation
is responsible for handling logic, while the functionals are needed to interpret the
mathematics (here we cheat a bit: of course combinators and elementary arithmetic are
also needed to handle logic, we mean the mathematically strong functionals R).
The aim of the present paper is to apply the method of functional interpretations
to constructive set theory. The theory CZF is formulated in the rst order language of
set theory L2 with 2 as the only non-logical symbol. The logic of CZF is intuitionis-
tic predicate logic. CZF− contains the following non-logical axioms: (Extensionality),
(Pair), (Union), (Innity), (Foundation), (0-Separation) and a strong version of the
collection schema. CZF in addition contains (Subset-Collection). In terms of proof-
theoretic strength CZF is equivalent to KP!. The 2 -relation is undecidable in CZF.
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From a constructive point of view this is essential since the decidability would im-
ply the excluded middle for all arithmetical formulae and furthermore, together with
(Subset-Collection) we would obtain the power-set-axiom. It is well known that the
axiom of choice implies the decidability of 2 (cf. [8, p. 163] and [24]), hence this
axiom has to be omitted completely.
These considerations show, that we have to be careful when we are looking for
functionals for our interpretation. All functionals that decide 2 cannot be consid-
ered constructive, in particular not a choice functional, because the interpreting system
should not be stronger than CZF itself.
For more information about CZF, in particular Aczel’s interpretation of CZF in
ML1V (that is Martin-Lof type theory with one universe and the type V of iterated
sets) see for example [1, 2, 25] and [37].
In this introduction we focus on the functional interpretation of CZF−, since the
interpretation of all of CZF is similar and only needs an additional functional. According
to our general pattern two steps are necessary towards a functional interpretation of
constructive set theory. We need to nd a suitable translation to interpret the logic of
CZF− and further a system of functionals to treat the mathematics of CZF−.
A rst observation is: in order to interpret (0-Separation) we have to leave 0-
formulae unchanged by the translation. This decision and the undecidability of the
2 -relation entail three diculties:
(i) The Contraction-problem.
(ii) The 01-problem, i.e., a restricted universal quantier might be read as an
unrestricted one as well. Here the crucial example is
‘8w(:w2 a)! (8y2 a)? : (1)
The D-translation of this formula is
9w[:w2 a! (8y2 a)? ]:
Thus an interpreting term for (1) correspond to a choice functional, which is not
constructive.
(iii) Dually, the 01-problem:
‘ (9y2 a)(y=y)!9w(w2 a!w=w):
The translation of this formula is
9w[(9y2 a)(y=y)!w2 a]: (2)
Again, any interpreting term involves a choice-functional.
The rst problem suggests a Diller{Nahm-style translation. Doing so, we are able to
interpret contraction and solve the 01-problem: The Diller{Nahm-translation of
8w(:w2 a)! (8y2 a)? reads
9WX [(8x2X )(:Wx2 a)! (8y2 a)?]
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and this is trivially interpretable by the denition X := a and W := x:x. The contraction
and the 01-problem are of similar nature and they are both solved by the Diller{
Nahm translation: we accumulate information instead of facing an impossible decision.
In the rst case we collect two witnesses, in the second a-many witnesses w for all
w2 a. The Diller{Nahm translation is designed exactly for that purpose.
However, we also face the 01-problem. A closer look at (2) yields that we
are not able to give a single interpreting term, while it is very easy to give a set
of interpreting terms, namely the set a= fx j x2 ag itself. We would again like to
accumulate information. However, the Diller{Nahm translation only allows us to collect
information in the antecedent of an implication. This observation leads to the main new
idea behind the translation : Its existential quantiers do no longer range over single
objects, but over inhabited sets in the sense of the Diller{Nahm translation. For every
’2L2 the translation ’ reads
9vQ8w[(9q2Q)(q= q)^ (8q2Q) ’(vq; w)]: (3)
That means the existential quantiers now range over inhabited sets fvq j q2Qg, where
each element vq (q2Q) satises the matrix ’.
The second step towards a functional interpretation of CZF− is to nd a suitable
system of constructive set functionals to interpret the mathematics of CZF−. This job
will be done by T2, the set-theoretic analogue of Diller and Nahm’s system T^ . The
stock of basic functionals of T2 is 0 and ! for the corresponding sets, combinators K
and S, a successor-functional Suc, I and N for intersection and relative complements,
a union functional U and recursors R.
The main result of this paper is: CZF− is -interpretable in T2. We now give
some hints of the proof of the interpretation theorem: Most of the logical rules and
axioms are interpreted similarly to the Diller{Nahm interpretation since due to the
distribution lemma (4.2) we can usually instantiate the extra existential quantiers in
(3) by singletons f0g.
Let us turn to the interpretation of the mathematical axioms of CZF−. We see that
(Extensionality) is preserved by the translation and is also an axiom of T2. (Pair),
(Union) and (0-Separation) are interpreted using Suc; I; N; U and (Innity), of course,
needs the constant !. (Foundation) is interpreted by transnite recursion (corresponding
to arithmetic, where induction is interpreted by primitive recursion) { here we refer
to the comments given within the proof in Section 4. The interpretation of (Strong-
Collection) uses the union functional U . It should be noted that we can interpret
collection for arbitrary formulae. In contrast, in the classical framework, we can treat
collection only for 1-formulae.
There are two immediate corollaries of the interpretation theorem: CZF− is consistent
relative to T2 and its provably total 1-denable set functions are all representable in
T2 by terms of T2.
When it comes to all of CZF it is obvious that we need a further functional to
interpret (Subset-Collection). Therefore we introduce a so-called fullness-functional {
note that (Subset-Collection) is equivalent to a fullness axiom { and obtain the system
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T+2 . Now we easily extend the interpretation theorem to CZF. Vice versa we show that
all extensions of T2 that interpret CZF already contain this fullness-functional. Hence
T+2 is the minimal extension of T2 that interprets all of CZF.
Once having dened the -translation, it is a natural question to ask for a charac-
terization of this translation. For this purpose we introduce constructive set theories in
all nite types, i.e., we extend the language of T2 to full rst-order logic by adding
quantiers for all nite types and dene several extensions of T2 formulated in this
language. One of these extensions is CZF!−: it is the system ‘spanned’ by T2 and
CZF− in a natural way. This theory is an adequate framework to discuss the strength
of the translation . Similar to the characterization of the Dialectica and the Diller{
Nahm translation we ask which principles are needed to prove the schema ’$’. In
arithmetic and for the Dialectica-translation, these principles are the axiom of choice
(AC) 8x9y’(x; y)!9Y ! 8x’(x; Yx)
and, furthermore, Markov’s principle (M) and a principle of independence of premises
(IP). For the Diller{Nahm translation one needs (AC) and modied principles (M^ )
and (IP^ ). In both cases we also have a converse result, namely that the schemes
’$’D (resp. ’$’^ ) already prove the principles mentioned above. As already
mentioned, in intuitionistic set theory choice principles should be treated with great
caution. However, we need certain choice principles to prove the equivalence of 8u’
and ’!  to their -translation. A closer look yields that the involved principles are
weaker than those stated above. Here by ‘weaker’ we mean the following: Suppose
that 8x9y’ holds. (AC) as above gives a choice functional Y with 8x’(x; Yx). In the
context of set theory, we are in general not able to give such a functional, but only
functionals S and Y such that for any argument x the set Sx is inhabited and ’(x; Ysx)
holds for all s2 Sx. This leads to the scheme (WAC) (weak axiom of choice)
(WAC) 8x9y’(x; y)!9YS 8x[(9s2 Sx)(s= s)^ (8s2 Sx)’(x; Ysx)]:
Similar considerations lead to a variant of (IP^ ) which is appropriate in the context
of set theory
(IP2) (8w’!9u )!9US[8w’! (9s2 S)(s= s)^ (8s2 S) (Us)]; ’ 2 T2:
The variant of Markov’s principle introduced by Diller and Nahm is sucient also in
our case:
(M2) (8w’!  )!9WX [(8x2X )’(Wx)!  ] ’;  2 T2:
We introduce a theory CZF!− by adding these three principles to CZF
!−. Our charac-
terization theorem states the equivalence of CZF!− and CZF
!−+f’$’ j’ 2L!2 g.
We further show that CZF!− is interpretable in T2 and hence is a conservative ex-
tension of T2. We show that any formula interpretable in T2 is derivable in CZF!−
and give characterizations of denable sets and set functions of CZF!− in terms of
functionals of T2. The results of this section also hold if we consider the extensions
with (Subset-Collection) and add the fullness functional to T2.
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The aim of Section 6 is to prove that the rst non-trivial axiom of extensionality
for nite types, namely
(E2) 8Y(8u[u= u]!Y=Y) (Y : 2; ;  : 1)
is not -interpretable by functionals of T+2 . The proof is an adaption of Howard’s proof
of the non-interpretability of this axiom (in the context of arithmetic) by hereditarily
majorizable functionals. We introduce the notion of hereditarily majorizable set func-
tional and show that all functionals of T+2 are hereditarily majorizable but none of the
majorizable functionals interpret (E2).
In the nal section we consider Kripke{Platek set theory. KP! contains also the
01 problem which in the presence of classical logic coincides with the 01-
problem. If we compare the Shoeneld versions of ^ and , we observe the same
phenomenon: the dierences collapse, and we nd a single translation _ that is the
common Shoeneld-version both of  and ^ . If we consider the Shoeneld interpre-
tation of PA, it turns out that the interpreting system is still Godel’s T, i.e., a system
with intuitionistic logic. This holds, since the part of T that is relevant for the inter-
pretation of HA is decidable. With T2 this is dierent and hence we need to introduce
the classical counterpart Tc2. A rst result is now: KP! is
_-interpretable in Tc2. Again
we can easily extend this to Kripke{Platek set theory in all nite types. We introduce
KP
!
!, which is the natural span of Tc2 and KP!. We further characterize the transla-
tion _ (here the crucial axiom a principle related to (WAC), but only for formulae
of Tc2). Now the interpretation theorem also holds for the extended systems and we
obtain relative consistency, conservativity and a characterization of the denable -
functions. In [13] we also give a computability proof for the functionals of Tc2 in KP!
and hence we even have the stronger result: The -denable set functions of KP
!
!
are exactly the type 1 functionals of Tc2. By introducing appropriate new functionals it
is straightforward to extend the interpretation to KPi;KPM and KP!+ (Pow).
2. Preliminaries
Let L2 denote the rst-order language of set theory with identity and the only
non-logical binary predicate symbol 2. As usual we call quantiers of the shape
8x(x2 a!’) and 9x(x2 a^’) restricted quantiers and abbreviate them by (8x2 a)
’ and (9x2 a)’ resp. 0 is the least class of formulae that contains atomic formulae
and is closed under ^ , ! , _, (8x2 a), (9x2 a). We abbreviate :’ :’!?.
We x a Hilbert-style calculus for intuitionistic rst-order predicate logic with equal-
ity.
A1 ’!’
A2 ’; ’!  ‘  
A3 ’!  ;  !  ‘ ’! 
A4 ’^  !’
A5 ’^  !  ‘ ’!  ! 
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A6 ’!  !  ‘ ’^  ! 
A7 ’!  ; ’!  ‘ ’!  ^ 
A8 ’!’ _  
A9  !’ _  
A10 ’! ;  !  ‘ ’ _  ! ,
A11 ?!’
equality axioms a= a; a= b!’(a)!’(b) and nally
Q1 8u’(u)!’(a); Q2 ’(a)!9u’(u); a a term substitutable in ’
Q3 ’!  (u) ‘ ’!8u (u);Q4 ’(u)!  ‘ 9u’(u)!  ; u not free in ’ (resp.
 ).
Denition 2.1 (Aczel’s CZF). CZF is formulated in L2. Its logic is intuitionistic pred-
icate logic and the non-logical axioms and rules of CZF are:
(Extensionality): (8x2 a)(x2 b)^ (8x2 b)(x2 a)! a= b
(Pair): 9z(a2 z ^ b2 z)
(Union): 9z(8y2 a)(8x2y)(x2 z)
(Innity): 9x8y[y2 x$ (8z 2y)(?) _ (9u2 x)(suc(u; y))]
(Foundation): (8u2 a)’(u)!’(a) ‘ ’(b); a =2 FV (’)
(0-Separation) : 9z8y(y2 z$y2 a^’(y)); ’ 2 0
(Strong-Collection): (8x2 a)9w’(x; w)!9v’0(a; v)
(Subset-Collection): 9d 8u[(8x2 a)(9y2 b)’(x; y)! (9c2d)’0(a; c)]:
where suc(x; y) : (8z 2y)(z= x_ z 2 x)^ (8z 2 x)z 2y^ x2y and ’0(a; v) : (8x2 a)
(9y2 v)’(x; y)^ (8y2 v)(9x2 a)’(x; y). Note that in (Subset-Collection) the formula
’ may contain u.
CZF− denotes CZF without (Subset-Collection).
The restricted excluded middle (REM) is ’ _ :’; ’ 2 0: We employ the following
standard 0-denable L2-predicates: a b; a= fbg; a=(b; c) (the Kuratowski-pair,)
Rel(R); fun(f); a=dom(f); a= rng(f); f(a)= b; a= b[c; a= b\c; a= S c; a=
b− c and further denote by ab the Cartesian product of two sets and by ab the class
of all functions f : a! b.
Lemma 2.2 (Aczel [1], Propositions 2:1 and 2.2). We have
CZF− ‘ 8ab9cFull(c; a; b)$ (Subset-Collection)
CZF ‘ 8ab9c(c= ab);
where Full(c; a; b) : 8R(R 2 mv(ab) ! (9d 2 c)R : a>{<d); R2mv(ab) :R(a 
b)^ (8x2 a)(9y2 b)(x; y)2R; R : a>{<b : (8x2 a)(9y2 b)(x; y)2R ^ (8y2 b)(9x
2 a)(x; u)2R.
More information about CZF can be found for example in [1].
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The following theories are all L2-theories equipped with classical predicate logic.
Kripke{Platek set theory with innity (KP!) contains the following non-logic axioms
and rules: (Extensionality), (Pair); (Union); (Innity); (0-Separation); (Foundation)
and
(0-Collection) (8x2 a)9y’(x; y)!9w(8x2 a)(9y2w)’(x; y);
where ’ is a 0-formula. The standard source for KP! is [6].
To introduce the theories KPi (i for inaccessible) and KPM (M for Mahlo) we add
a new unary predicate symbol Ad to the language L2. Ad is considered to be a
0-formula, hence the notion of 0 changes. The axioms for Ad guarantee that Ad
axiomatizes admissible sets:
(Ad1) Ad(u)!!2 u^ tran(u).
(Ad2) Ad(u)^Ad(v)! u2 v _ u= v _ v2 u:
(Ad3) Ad(u)! (Pair)u ^ (Union)u ^ (0-Separation)u ^ (0-Collection)u,
where tran(u) : (8y2 u)(8z 2y)(z 2 u), !2 u abbreviates that u contains the set of
natural numbers and ’u is the formula that is obtained by replacing all unrestricted
quantiers 8x;9x in ’ by (8x2 u) and (9x2 u). The theory KPi contains all axioms
of KP!;Ad1{Ad3 and further the axiom
(Lim) 8x9y(Ad(y)^ x2y):
KPM contains further the following Mahlo-rule for ’ 2 0:
(Mahlo)  _ 9y’(a; y) ‘  _ 9z[Ad(z)^ (8x2 z)(9y2 z)’(x; y)]:
For more information on KPi and KPM see for example [10] and [32].
3. Systems T2 and T+2 of constructive set functionals
In this section we dene and investigate systems T2 and T+2 of constructive set
functionals of nite type. These systems are set theoretic counterparts to Diller and
Nahm’s system T^ .
Denition 3.1 (The system T2). The collection T of nite linear type symbols is de-
ned by (1) o 2T, (2) ;  2T) (! ) 2T: We usually suppress the outermost
brackets and abbreviate 1 : o! o; 2 : 1! o; ! !  : ! (! ).
T2 contains the following basic terms (by a :  we denote that a is a term of type ):
{ countably many variables x; y; : : : :  for each type 
{ constants 0; ! : o
{ combinators K : ! ! 
{ combinators S : (! ! )! (! )! ! 
{ Suc; I : o! o! o;
{ N : o! o! o! o
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{ U : 1! o! o
{ R : ((o! )! o! )! o! .
The terms of T2 are dened inductively:
{ Each basic term of type  is a term of type .
{ if a : !  and b :  then (ab) : .
Again, 0 is the least class of formulae that contains atomic formulae s2 t; s= t; ?
and is closed under ^ ;_; ! ; (8x2 s) and (9x2 s), where s and t are terms of type o.
Note that 0 does not contain equations of higher types but may contain terms of
arbitrary type as sub-terms.
The formulae of T2 are dened inductively:
{ 0-formulae are formulae of T2.
{ s= t is an atomic formula if s; t are terms of the same type . We call this an
equation of type .
{ if ’;  are formulae of T2, then (’!  ); (’^  ) are formulae of T2.
{ if ’ is a formula of T2 and s : o does not contain the variable x : o, then (8x2 s)’
is a formula of T2.
Remark. Note that formally the restricted quantiers are abbreviations. An important
property of the formulae of T2 is that _ and (9x2 s) do not occur in front of equa-
tions of higher type. By Corollary 3.6 0-formulae are equivalent to equations { this
underlines that T2 is the set theoretic counterpart of T^ . Terms without variables are
called functionals.
The combinators K and S allow a denition of x:a : !  for all terms a : :
{ x:x : S(o! )K(o! )Ko,
{ x:a :Ka if x does not occur in a.
{ x:a! x : a!  if x does not occur in a.
{ x:a! b : S(x: t)(x:b) else.
We now give the axioms and rules of T2. The dening axiom for the recursor R
needs a restriction functional  which is denable by terms of T2 (for the denition
see Lemma 3.7). In Lemma 3.7 we will see that T2 proves all the properties of the
restriction functionals that are needed in order to guarantee that R is well-dened. We
assume that all terms have suitable types.
(i) positive sentential logic A1− A11, the equality-axioms (for equality of arbitrary
type),
(ii) rules and axioms Q1− Q4 for restricted quantiers,
(iii) (Foundation): (8u2 a)’(u)!’(a) ‘ ’(b),
(iv) (Set-Extensionality): (8z 2 a)z 2 b^ (8z 2 b)z 2 a! a= b,
(v):x2 0,
(vi) x2!$ x=0 _ (9y2!)x=Sucyy,
(vii) x2Suc ab$ x2 a _ x= b, i.e. Suc ab= a [ fbg
(viii) x2 Iab$ x2 b^ (8y2 a)x2y, i.e. Iab= b \T a
(ix) x2Nabc$ x2 a^ (x2 b! x2 c), i.e. Nabc= fx2 a j x2 b! x2 cg
(x) x2Ufa$ (9y2 a)x2fy, i.e. Ufa= S ffx j x2 ag




(xiv) (Ext-rule): ’! sa= ta‘’! s= t for a =2FV (’).
Concerning equality in higher types our system is related to WE−HA! in the termi-
nology of [35], see also Remark 3.17. We now examine the expressive power of the
system T2.
Lemma 3.2 (The -operator). T2 proves the following properties of the -operator:
(i) (x:a)b= a[x := b];
(ii) b= c! x:(a[y := b])= x:(a[y := c]) if x is not free in b and c.
The -rule is admissible in T2:
’! s= t ‘ ’! z:s= z:t;
if z is not free in ’.
We dene canonical zero-functionals 0 for each type  : 0o : 0 and 0!  : x:0.
Similarly, we dene Fo :F and F!  : x:F for each functional F : o.
Lemma 3.3 (Terms for set operations). The following operations on sets are denable
by terms of T2 :
fag;
[
a; fa; bg; a[ b; a− b; a\ b;
[
ft(x) j x2 sg; ft(x) j x2 sg:
We can further dene numerals n for n2N. Usually we write n for n.
Proof. fag=Suc 0a; S a=U (x:x)a; fa; bg=Sucfagb; a[b= S fa; bg; a−b=Nab0;
a\ b= Ifagb, this is since x2 Ifagb$ x2 b^ (8y2fag)x2y$ x2 b^ x2 a; S ft(x) j
x2 sg=U (x:t(x))s; ft(x) j x2 sg= S fft(x)g j x2 sg; 0 : 0; n+ 1 :Suc n n.
By denition we have:
Lemma 3.4. T2 ‘ (8x2 1)x=0 ^ (8x2 2)(x=0_ x=1) ^ (8x2!)(x=0_ (9y2 x)
(y=y)).
Lemma 3.5 (Separation terms). For every formula ’(~x; z)20 there is a term t’(~x; a)
such that
T2 ‘w2 t’(~x; a)$w2 a^’(~x; w):
Note that we do not have separation terms for arbitrary formulae of T2, in particular
not for formulae containing equations of higher type.
Proof. Using set extensionality is suces to show the assertion for ’ that does not
contain =. The proof is by induction on the build-up of ’:
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(1) ’ is atomic.
1. ’  ?: Then dene t’ : 0:
2. ’  s2 r, where s; r : o may contain ~x; w. Dene
t’ :
[
ffw j z 2fsg\ rg jw2 ag
which we abbreviate by fw j z 2fsg\ r; w2 ag. 2 This denition yields:
w2 t’$w2 a^ s2 r:
(ii) ’  ’0 ^’1 and ’  ’0 _ ’1. These cases follow immediately by the
induction hypothesis using \ and [.
(iii) ’  ’0!’1. By I.H. we have terms t’ 0 ; t’ 1 . Dene t’ :Nat’ 0 t’ 1 :
w2Nat’ 0 t’ 1$w2 a^ (w2 t’ 0!w2 t’ 1 )$w2 a^’:
(iv) ’  (9x2 s)’0(~x; x; w) where s may contain ~x; w. The induction hypothe-
sis provides a term t’ 0 (~x; x; a) with w2 t’ 0$w2 a^’0(~x; x; w). We dene
(recall the notation used in (i))
t’ :fw j z 2fwg\ t’ 0 ; x2 s; w2 ag:
Then we have
w2 t’ $ w2 a^ (9x2 s)w2 t’ 0$ I:H:w2 a^ (9x2 s) (w2 a^’0(~x; x; w))
$ w2 a^ (9x2 s)’0(~x; x; w):
(v) ’  (8x2 s)’0(~x; x; w). The induction hypothesis provides t’ 0 (~x; x; a) as above.
First we dene a term
~t(w) : Iffw j z 2fwg\ t’ 0g j x2 sga:
This yields by induction hypothesis
y2 ~t(w) $y2 a^ (8x2 s)y2fw j z 2fwg\ t’ 0g
$y2 a^ (8x2 s)[y=w^w2 t’ 0 ]
$ I:H:y2 a^ (8x2 s)[y=w^w2 a^’0(~x; x; w)]
$w2 a^ (8x2 s)’0(~x; x; w):
Hence t’ :fw j z 2fwg\ ~t(w); w2 ag yields
w2 t’$w2 a^w2 ~t(w)$w2 a^ (8x2 s)’0(~x; x; w):
This completes the proof of the lemma.
2 By Lemma 4:5 we may dene a term ft(z) j z2fsg\ rg. For t(z) : (z:w)z this reads fw j z2fsg\ rg
and is a term that contains the free parameter w.
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Corollary 3.6 (Characteristic terms for 0-formulae). For every ’20 there is a
term ’ such that
T2 ‘’$ ’=1:
Hence every formula ’ of type o is equivalent to an equation of type o.
Proof. The previous lemma yields ’$ 02 1^’$ 02 t’$f0g\ t’= f0g. Hence we
can dene ’ := f0g\ t’.
Lemma 3.7 (Restriction functionals). There are functionals  of type (o!)!o!o
!  such that (we write fa for fa):
(i) T2 ‘ x2 a! (fa)x=fx;
(ii) T2 ‘ (8x2 a)(gx=fx)! (fa)= (ga).
These two properties guarantee that the recursors R are well-dened.
Proof. By induction on :
1. = o. Dene
fa : x:
[
ffz j z 2 (fxg\ a)g:
Ad (i) For x2 a we have fax= S ffz j z 2 (fxg\ a)g= S ffz j z 2fxgg= S ffxg
=fx.
Ad (ii) We choose a fresh variable y and have
(8x2 a)fx= gx!fay=
[
ffz j z 2 (fyg\ a)g
=
[
fgz j z 2 (fyg\ a)g= gay
and by an application of the (Ext-Rule)
(8x2 a)fx= gx!fa= ga:
2.   ! . Suppose f : o! ! . Then we dene
fa : xo:z:[((yo:fyz)a)x]
where z is a fresh variable of type . Properties (i) and (ii) follow easily using the
induction hypothesis and the -rule.
Lemma 3.8 (Case distinction functionals, denition by cases).
1. There are terms C : ! ! o! o!  in T2 such that
T2 ‘ a2 b!Cxyab= x^:a2 b!Cxyab=y: (1)
2. For terms t0; t1 of type  there is a term t of type o!  such that
T2 ‘ x=0! tx= t0 ^ (9y2 x)y=y! tx= t1: (2)
Note that we neither have T2 ‘ x=0 _ (9y2 x)y=y nor T2 ‘ a2 b _ :a2 b.
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Proof.
1. By induction on . If = o dene
Co : xyab:
[
(fx j a2 bg[ fy j :a2 bg):
Then we obtain (1): a2 b!Coxyab=
S fxg= x and :a2 b!Coxyab= S fyg=y.
If  !  we take fresh variables x : ! ; y : ! ; z :  and dene
C : xyab:(z:C(xz)(yz)ab):
2. By induction on .
2.1. = o. We dene
t : x:
[
ft0 j z 2fxg\ 1g[
[
ft1 j z 2 xg:
Then we have t0=
S ft0 j z 2 1g[ ft1 j z 2 0g= t0. If (9y2 x)y=y we have tx= t1.
2.2   !  is similar to the case above using -abstraction.
Lemma 3.9 (Ordered pairs, projections). We dene the following functionals ( ); ( )0;
( )1 of type o! o! o; o! o and o! o resp.:
(i) (x; y) :ffxg; fx; ygg;
(ii) (x)0 :
S fy jy2 S x^ (8z 2 x)y2 zg;
(iii) (x)1 :




fy jy2fx0; x1g^ (8z 2ffx0g; fx0; x1gg)y2 zg= x0
and similarly ((x0; x1))1 = x1. Iterating this argument we can dene ordered n-tuples
and corresponding projections for each natural number n. Via -abstraction it is
straightforward to dene ordered pairs and projections also for objects of arbitrary
nite type: For each  there are terms ( ; ); ( )0 and ( )1 such that T2 ‘ ((x0; x1))0
= x0 ^ ((x0; x1))1 = x1:
This lemma gives:
Lemma 3.10 (Simultaneous recursion). Let n>1. For terms si : (o! 0)!    ! (o
! n)! o! i (i=0; : : : ; n) there are corresponding terms t0 2 o! 0; : : : ; tn 2 o! n
such that the following scheme of simultaneous recursion holds:
T2 ‘ tia= si(t0a) : : : (tna)a
for i=0; : : : ; n and a2 o.
Lemma 3.11 (Transitive closure). There is a type-1 functional TC such that
T2 ‘ (aTCa)^ tran(TCa)^ (tran(b)^ a b!TCa b); (1)
where tran(x) : (8y2 x)(8z 2y)(z 2 x).
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Proof. Let G : f:x:S ffz j z 2 xg[ x and TC :RG. Then
TCa=
[
fTCz j z 2 ag[ a:
By 2-induction on a we prove (1).
Lemma 3.12 (!-recursion). Suppose that W is of type o! !  and z of type .
Then there is a functional F of type o!  such that
T2 ‘F0= z ^ n2!!F(n+ 1)=W n (Fn):






x) (f [ x) if (9y2 x)y=y:
For F :RG we have
F0=RG0=G(RG0)0= z;
and since n2!! S (n+ 1)= n
n2!!F(n+ 1)=RG(n+ 1)=G(RG(n+ 1))(n+ 1)=Wn(Fn)
and we obtain the assertion.
Lemma 3.13 (Finite sequences). By a nite sequence of elements of a given set a we
mean a set f such that
T2 ‘ fun(f)^ dom(f)2!^ rng(f) a:
We use the standard notations for nite sequences and write hi for the empty se-
quence, lh(s) for dom(s); s(n) for the nth entry of s and s_hxi for s[ (lh(s); x). T2
allows us to dene the set of all nite sequences of elements of a for any given set a.
We call this set Finseq a.
Proof. By !-recursion we dene
T0 :f0g; T (n+ 1) :ff[f(n; x)g jf2Tn; x2 ag
and let Finseq a : S fTn j n2!g.
The following lemma will be useful in the proof of the interpretability of the foun-
dation rule.
Lemma 3.14. Suppose z : ; w : ! o! . Then there is F : o!  denable in T2
such that
T2 ‘Fhi= z ^ [fun(s)^ dom(s)2!!F(s_hxi)=w(Fs)x]: (1)
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Proof. By !-recursion we dene
F0s0 : z; F0s(n+ 1) :w(F0sn)(s(n))
and Fs :F0s(lhs). Then F fullls (1).
It is sure that T2 does not contain an exponentiation functional that, given a; b,
computes the set of all functions from a to b. Therefore (cf. Corollary 4.9); it seems
to be necessary to add a new functional to obtain a system that is strong enough to
interpret (Subset-Collection). In view of Lemma 2.2 we add a fullness functional:
Denition 3.15 (The extension T+2 ). We extend the system T2 by an new constant
F : o! o! o and the following dening axiom,
(F) R2mv(ab)! (9dFab)R : a >{< d:
We call the extended system T+2 .
Lemma 3.16 (Deduction theorem for T2 and T+2 ). T2 and T
+
2 satisfy the deduction
theorem.
Remark 3.17 (Equality in higher types; the (Ext-Rule)). The systems T2 and T+2
contain = for each  as primitives. Equality at the ground type is axiomatized by the
usual set theoretical extensionality axiom a= b$ (8x2 a) (x2 b)^ (8x2 b) (x2 a). For
higher types the situation is dierent. Here we include the (Ext-Rule) (which implies
the -rule) and hence equality for higher types is an extensional equality. We want
to emphasize that this was made for technical requirements: Consider for example the
restriction functionals: For type o we dene
() f o a : x:
[
ffz j z 2 (fxg\ a)g:
However, the verication of property (ii) for o needs the (Ext-rule). When it comes to
 for arbitrary  we make the denition by pushing everything down to the ground-
level, then using () and nally raising it up to  via -abstraction. The verication
of the demanded properties needs again the (Ext-Rule).
Convention 3.18. We use letters a; b; s; t; : : : to denote sequences of variables or terms
and introduce the following abbreviations:
ab : ab1 : : : bn for a2 1!    ! m! ; bi 2 i (i=1; : : : ; n);
ab : a1b; : : : ; anb for ai 2 1!    ! m! i; bi 2 i (i=1; : : : ; n):
Though it is an abuse of notation; we write in the sequel vq : v1q1; : : : ; vnqn for
vi 2 o! i; qi 2 o; v v1; : : : ; vn; q q1; : : : ; qn.
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In the next section we assign to any formula ’2L2 a formula ’ of the following
shape:
9v1 : : : vnQ1 : : : Qn 8w1 : : : wm((9q2Q1)(q= q)^    ^ (9q2Qn)(q= q)
^ (8q1 2Q1) : : : (8qn 2Qn) ’(v1q1; : : : ; vnqn; w1; : : : ; wm)):
We will abbreviate a formula of that shape by
9vQ 8w (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w);
where implicitly we assume the following conditions to be fullled:
{ v and Q are (possibly empty) tuples of the same length; vi : o! i; Qi : o and i
are arbitrary nite types for i=1; : : : ; n.
{ (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w) (9q2Q1)(q= q)^    ^ (9q2Qn) (q= q)^ (8q1 2Q1) : : :
(8qn 2Qn) ’(v1q1; : : : ; vnqn; w1; : : : ; wm):
{ w is a (possibly empty) tuple of arbitrary nite length and with components of
arbitrary nite type.
{ ’ a formula of T2; Q =2FV ( ’) and FV (’)=FV (’).
Note that (8s2 S 6= ;)’ is only an abbreviation for (9s2 S)(s= s)^ (8s2 S)’ (i.e.
S 6= ; abbreviates that S is inhabited). The following notation will be convenient:
Suppose that X; S  S1; : : : ; Sn are all of type o and Wi : o! o! i for i=1; : : : ; m.
Then one might dene
X 0 :f(x; s1; : : : ; sn) j x2X; s1 2 S1; : : : ; sn 2 Sng and W 0i x :Wi(x)i(x)0;
where ()i denotes the ith projection for i=0; : : : ; n. For this denition we will just
write
X 0 :f(x; s) j x2X; s2 Sg and W 0x :W (x)1(x)0:
If Ri : o; Si : o; Ti : o; Yi : o! i for i=1; : : : ; n one might dene for all i=1; : : : ; n:
R0i :f(r; s) j r 2Ri; s2 Sig; Y 0i r :Yi(r)0(r)1:
In this case we use the notation
R0 :f(r; s) j r 2R; s2 Sg; Y 0r : (r)0(r)1:
Finally; we abbreviate
S fft(x) j x2X (y)g jy2Yg by ft(x) j x2X (y); y2Yg:
4. Functional interpretation of CZF− and CZF
This section is the heart of this paper. We dene the translation  and give functional
interpretations of CZF− and CZF.
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Denition 4.1 (The translation ). We assign a formula ’ to every formula ’2L2,
where ’ has the following shape:
9v1 : : : vnQ1 : : : Qn 8w1 : : : wm((9q2Q1)(q= q)^    ^ (9q2Qn)(q= q)
^ (8q1 2Q1) : : : (8qn 2Qn) ’(v1q1; : : : ; vnqn; w1; : : : ; wm))
where ’ is a formula of T2. We will abbreviate a formula of that shape by (for the
precise conventions see 3.18)
9vQ 8w (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w):
1: ’ :’ for ’20.
For the translation of formulae not in 0 now assume that
’9vQ 8w (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w) and  9yR 8z (8r 2R6= ;)  (yr; z)
are already dened with disjoint sequences of variables vi : o! i; wi : i; yi : o! i;
zi : i.
2. (’^  ) :9vyQR 8wz (8q2Q 6= ;)(8r 2R 6= ;)( ’^  ):
3. (’ _  ) :9vyTQRS 8wz
(8q2Q 6= ;)(8r 2R6= ;)(8s2 S 6= ;)[Ts2 2^ (Ts=0! ’)^ (Ts=1!  )]:
4. (9u’) :9UvSQ 8w(8s2 S 6= ;)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w; Us):
5. (8u’) :9VQTS 8wu(8t 2T 6= ;)(8s2 S 6= ;)(8q2Qus 6= ;) ’(Vuqt; w; u);
6. (’!  ) :9WXYRS 8vQz(8s2 S 6= ;)[(8x2XvQzs2)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQzs1x)
! (8r 2RvQs4 6= ;)  (YvQrs3; z)] if w is not the empty tuple. For w
empty, we dene:
7. (’!  ) :9YRS 8vQz(8s2 S 6= ;)[(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq)! (8r 2RvQs4 6= ;)  (YvQrs3; z)];
where
in 3: T : 1; S : o,
in 4: U : 1; S : o,
in 5: Vi : o! o! o! i; Qi : o! o! o; Ti : o; Si : o for i=1; : : : ; n,
in 6: X : (o! )! o! ! o! o a tuple of length 1, S a tuple of length lh(w) +
lh(X )+lh(y)+lh(R) and for s2 S let s s1s2s3s4 with lh(s1)= lh(w); : : : ; lh(s4)
= lh(R). The components of the tuples W; Y; R and S have the following types:
Wi : (o! )! o! ! o! o! i; Yi : (o! )! o! o! o! i; Ri : (o! )
! o! o! o; Si : o,
in 7: Similar conditions as in 6.
This completes the denition of the translation .
A formula ’2L2 is called -interpretable in T2, if there are terms v; Q in T2
containing at most the free variables of ’ such that
T2 ‘ (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w):
Remark. Obviously, we have  (t) :  (x)[x := t].
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Lemma 4.2 (Distribution lemma). Suppose that (’!  ) is as in Denition 4:13 6.
(i) If W;X; Y; R; S are interpreting terms for ’!  ; then we nd terms W 0; X 0; Y 0; R0
depending on S of appropriate type such that
(8x2X 0vQz)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;W 0vQzx)! (8r 2R0vQ 6= ;)  (Y 0vQr; z): (1)
(ii) If there are terms W 0; X 0; Y 0; R0 satisfying (1); then ’!  is -interpretable in
T2.
Proof. (i) The idea of the proof is the following: For every tuple s2 S by hypothesis
we have an implication
(8x2XvQzs2)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQzs1x)! (8r 2RvQs4 6= ;)  (YvQrs3; z): (2)
Using eective unions we ‘glue’ all these implications together and obtain one single
implication. This technique of eective unions will be an important tool later in the
proof of the interpretation theorem. For this lemma dene (note the conventions made
in 3.8)
X 0vQz :f(s1; x) j x2XvQzs2; s1 2 S1; s2 2 S2g and W 0vQzx :WvQz(x)0(x)1
R0vQ :f(r; s3) j r 2RvQs4; s3 2 S3; s4 2 S4g and Y 0vQr :YvQ(r)0(r)1
Suppose the premise of (1) holds:
(8x2X 0vQz)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;W 0vQzx) (3)
and show
(8r 2R0vQ 6= ;)  (Y 0vQr; z):
(a) We have to show that R0vQ is inhabited.
Since ’!  is interpretable we nd s1; s2; s3; s4 2 S1; S2; S3; S4. By (3) and the de-
nition of X 0 and W 0 we have
(8x2XvQzs2)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQzs1x);
hence by (2) we nd an r 2RvQs4. Then (s3; r)2R0vQ.
(b) It remains to show
(8r 2R0vQ)  (Y 0vQr; z):
Take arbitrary r0 2R0vQ, i.e., r0 = (s3; r) and choose s1 2 S1; s2 2 S2 and s4 2 S4 with
r 2RvQs4. (3) yields
(8x2XvQzs2)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQzs1x)
hence by (2) we obtain
(8r 2RvQs4 6= ;)  (YvQrs3; z)
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and therefore
 (Y 0vQ(s3; r); z):
(ii) Dene S : 1 (i.e., Si=1 and si=0 for all si 2 Si and all i=1; : : : ; n) and XvQzs2 :
X 0vQz, WvQzs1x :W 0vQzx, YvQrs3 :Y 0vQr and RvQs4 :R0vQ:
Now we are able to prove the interpretation theorem:
Theorem 4.3 (Interpretation theorem). CZF− is -interpretable in T2.
Proof. By induction on derivations of CZF−. We argue informally in T2. To simplify
the notation we use the translations already given in Denition 4.1. A1; A2; A4; A5; A6;
A8; A9; A11 and Q2 are not dicult to interpret using the distribution lemma.
A3: ’!  ;  !  ‘ ’! .
Without loss of generality we may assume that FV ( )FV (’) [ FV ().
By induction hypothesis and distribution lemma we have Wi; Xi; Yi; Ri (i=1; 2) such
that
(8x1 2X1v1Q1z1)(8q1 2Q1 6= ;) ’(v1q1; W1v1Q1z1x1)
! (8r1 2R1v1Q1 6= ;)  (Y1v1Q1r1; z1)
(8x2 2X2v2Q2z2)(8q2 2Q2 6= ;)  (v2q2; W2v2Q2z2x2)
! (8r2 2R2v2Q2 6= ;) (Y2v2Q2r2; z2):
We are looking for W;X; Y; R such that
(1) (8x2XvQz)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQzx)! (8r 2RvQ 6= ;) (YvQr; z):
We substitute z for z2, v for v1, Q for Q1, Y1vQ for v2, t :W2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)zx2 for
z1, R1vQ for Q2, dene s :X2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)z and obtain
(8x2 2 s)(8x1 2X1vQt)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;W1vQtx1)
! (8x2 2 s)(8r1 2R1vQ 6= ;)  (Y1vQr1; t)
(8x2 2 s)(8r1 2R1vQ 6= ;)  (Y1vQr1; t)
! (8r2 2R2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)6= ;) (Y2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)r2; z)
A3 yields
(8x2 2 s)(8x1 2X1vQt)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;W1vQtx1)
! (8r2 2R2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)6= ;) (Y2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)r2; z):
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Dening
XvQz :f(x1; x2) j x1 2X1vQt; x2 2 sg;
WvQzx :W1vQ(W2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)z(x)1)(x)0
RvQ :R2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ); YvQ :Y2(Y1vQ)(R1vQ)
we fulll (1).
A7: ’!  ; ’!  ‘ ’!  ^ .
This rule contains a contraction and now we benet from the fact that  possesses
all features of the Diller{Nahm translation.
By induction hypothesis and distribution lemma we have Wi; Xi; Yi; Ri such that
(8x1 2X1v1Q1z1)(8q1 2Q1 6= ;) ’(v1q1; W1v1Q1z1x1)
! (8r1 2R1v1Q1 6= ;)  (Y1v1Q1r1; z1)
(8x2 2X2v2Q2z2)(8q2 2Q2 6= ;) ’(v2q2; W2v2Q2z2x2)
! (8r2 2R2v2Q2 6= ;) (Y2v2Q2r2; z2)
We are looking for W;X; Y 0i ; R
0
i such that
(8x2XvQz1z2)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQz1z2x)
! (8r1 2R01vQ 6= ;)(8r2 2R02vQ 6= ;)(  (Y 01vQr1; z1)^ (Y 02vQr2; z2))
We get this by the following denitions:
XvQz1z2 :f(x; 0) j x2X1vQz1g [ f(x; 1) j x2X2vQz2g;
WvQz1z2x :
(
W1vQz1(x)0; (x)1 = 0
W2vQz2(x)0; (x)1 = 1
(cf. Lemma 3.8)
and further R0i ; Y
0
i :Ri; Yi.
A10: ’! ;  !  ‘ ’ _  ! .
Case 1: Both ’ and  are in 0. By induction hypothesis and distribution lemma
we have Ri; Yi such that
’! (8r1 2R1 6= ;) (Y1r1; z)  ! (8r2 2R2 6= ;) (Y2r2; z):
We need terms R; Y such that
’ _  ! (8r 2R6= ;) (Yr; z):
Therefore we dene
R :f(r; 0) j r 2R1 ^’g [ f(r; 1) j r 2R2 ^  g and Yr :
(
Y1(r)0 if (r)1 = 0;
Y2(r)0 if (r)1 = 1:
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Case 2: Not both ’ and  are in 0. By hypothesis we have Wi; Xi; Yi; Ri such that
(8x1 2X1v1Q1z1)(8q1 2Q1 6= ;) ’(v1q1; W1v1Q1z1x1)
! (8r1 2R1v1Q1 6= ;)(Y1v1Q1r1; z1) (1)
(8x2 2X2v2Q2z2)(8q2 2Q2 6= ;)  (v2q2; W2v2Q2z2x2)
! (8r2 2R2v2Q2 6= ;)(Y2v2Q2r2; z2) (2)
We are looking for W 0i ; X; Y; R such that
(8x2Xv1v2TQ1Q2Sz)(8q1 2Q1 6= ;)(8q2 2Q2 6= ;)(8s2 S 6= ;)[Ts2 2^
(Ts=0! ’(v1q;W1v1v2TQ1Q2Szx))^ (Ts=1!  (v2q;W2v1v2TQ1Q2Szx))]
! (8r 2Rv1v2TQ1Q2S 6= ;)(Yv1v2TQ1Q2Sr; z) (3)
We dene (we need to add f0g to X for similar reasons as in Q4, see the motivation
given there):
Xv1v2TQ1Q2Sz :X1v1Q1z [ X2v2Q2z [ f0g
W 01v1v2TQ1Q2Szx :W1v1Q1zx W 02v1v2TQ1Q2Szx :W2v2Q2zx
Rv1v2TQ1Q2S : f(r; 0) j r 2R1v1Q1 ^ (9s2 S)(Ts=0)g
[ f(r; 1) j r 2R2v2Q2 ^ (9s2 S)(Ts=1)g
Yv1v2TQ1Q2r :
(
Y1v1Q1(r)0 if (r)1 = 0;
Y2v2Q2(r)0 if (r)1 = 1:
Now suppose the antecedent of (3) holds. Since 02X we see that S is inhabited, say
s0 2 S. By assumption we have Ts0 = 0 or Ts0 = 1 (cf. Lemma 3.4), w.l.o.g. Ts0 = 0.
By denition the antecedent of (1) holds, hence its conclusion. This yields
(8r 2f(r; 0) j r 2R1v1Q1 ^ (9s2 S)(Ts=0)g6= ;)(Yv1v2TQ1Q2Sr; z):
If there further exists s2 S such that Ts=1 a similar argument shows
(8r 2f(r; 1) j r 2R2v2Q2 ^ (9s2 S)(Ts=1)g6= ;)(Yv1v2TQ1Q2Sr; z)
and we are done.
The interpretation of the identity rule is easy.
Q1 :8u’(u)!’(a)
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It suces to nd terms W0; U0; X; V1; Q1 such that
(8x2X V0Q0STw1)(8s2 S 6= ;)(8t 2T 6= ;)(8q2Q0(U0V0Q0STw1x)s 6= ;)
’(V0(U0V0Q0STw1x)qt;W0V0Q0STw1x; U0V0Q0STw1x)
! (8q2Q1V0Q0ST 6= ;) ’(V1V0Q0STq; w1; a):
Dene
U0V0Q0STw1x : a; W0V0Q0STw1x :w1; XV0Q0STw1 : 1
Q1V0Q0ST :f(q; t) j q2Q0as; t 2T; s2 Sg; V1V0Q0STq :V0a(q)0(q)1:
Q3: ’!  (u) ‘ ’!8u (u).
Case 1: 8u (u) is in 0, i.e.   (u2 a!  0(u)) where  0 20.
By induction hypothesis and distribution lemma we have W0; X0[u] (by W0; X0[u] we
denote that both W0 and X0 may contain the free variable u) such that
(8x2X0vQ)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;W0vQx)! (u2 a!  0(u)): (1)
We dene
XvQ :f(u; x) j x2X0vQ; u2 ag; WvQx :W0[u := (x)0]vQ(x)1:
This interprets the conclusion:
(8x2XvQ)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vQ;WvQx)! (8u2 a) 0(u):
Case 2: 8u (u) =20. This is easy by induction hypothesis and distribution lemma.
Q4: ’(u)!  ‘ 9u’(u)!  
Case 1: 9u’(u) is in 0, i.e. ’(u)  (u2 a^’0(u)) and ’0 20.
This is the crucial case which is responsible for the 01-problem. By induction
hypothesis and distribution lemma we now have Y0; R0[u] such that
u2 a^’0(u)! (8r 2R0 6= ;)  (Y0r; z):
We dene (note that we need separation terms for ’20)
R :f(u; r) j r 2R0; u2 a^’0(u)g; Yr :Y0[u := (r)0](r)1
This interprets the conclusion:
(9u2 a)’0(u)! (8r 2R6= ;)  (Yr; z):
Case 2: 9u’(u) =20. This case also needs some comments: The -translation trans-
forms an existential quantier 9u into a pair of existential quantiers 9US. The ex-
istence of an u satisfying ’(u) is equivalent to the existence of an inhabited set
fUs j s2 Sg such that ’(Us) for all s2 S. In rule Q4 we derive a formula with an ex-
istential quantier in the antecedent. Therefore via the translation the following might
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happen: while the premise of the rule provides a witness u, the pair U; S given by the
conclusion does not entail any information because S is the empty set. We avoid this
case by adding a single point 0 in the denition of the set X below to guarantee that
S is always inhabited.
By induction hypothesis and distribution lemma we have terms W0; X0; Y0; R0[u] such
that
(8x2X0vQz)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;W0vQzx; u)! (8r 2R0vQ 6= ;)  (Y0vQr; z): (1)
We need terms X;W; Y; R such that
(8x2XUvSQz)(8s2 S 6= ;)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WUvSQzx; Us)
! (8r 2RUvSQ 6= ;)  (YUvSQr; z): (2)
We set
XUvSQz :f(s; x) j x2X0[u := Us]vQz; s2 Sg [ f0g;
WUvSQzx :W0[u := U (x)0]vQz(x)1
RUvSQ :f(s; r) j r 2R0[u := Us]vQ; s2 Sg; YUvSQr :Y0[u := U (r)0]vQ(r)1:
Suppose that the premise of (2) holds and show
(8r 2RUvSQ 6= ;)  (YUvSQr; z):
Since 02X we nd s0 2 S by the premise of (2). Again using the premise of (2) we
get
(8x2X0[u := Us0]vQz)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;W0[u := Us0]vQzx; Us0):
Note that we have (8s2 S) in the premise of (2), hence we can use the information
in particular for s= s0. (1) now gives
(8r 2R0[u := Us0]vQ 6= ;)  (Y0[u := Us0]vQr; z):
This argument holds for arbitrary s2 S, therefore (2) is proved.
This completes the interpretation of the logic of CZF−. It remains to show the
interpretability of the set-theoretical axioms and rules:
(Extensionality): This is a 0-formula; it is unchanged by  and an axiom of T2.
(Pair); (Union): By Lemma 3.3.
(0-Separation): By Lemma 3.5.
(Innity): By the constant !.
(Strong-Collection): (8x2 a)9w’(x; w)!9z’0(a; z),
where ’0(a; z) denotes (8x2 a)(9y2 z)’(x; y)^ (8y2 z)(9x2 a)’(x; y):
The translation of the collection schema is long and complex. For better readability
we split the schema into two implications
(8x2 a)9w’(x; w)!9z(8x2 a)(9y2 z)’(x; y) (1)
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and
(8x2 a)9w’(x; w)!9z(8y2 z)(9x2 a)’(x; y): (2)
Since we’ll interpret z in both cases by the same term this yields the interpretabil-
ity of the collection schema. We further omit the less important or superuous pa-
rameters (those for example which are interpreted by f0g) and suppose that ’ 
9vQ 8w (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w). We assume that we have already done the standard
substitutions. For the interpretation of (1) we essentially need a term Z such that 3
[x2 a! (8q2Q 6= ;)(8s2 S 6= ;) ’(vqx; w; x; Ysx)]
! [x2 a! (8q2Q 6= ;)(8s2 S 6= ;)(Ysx2Z ^ ’(vqx; w; x; Ysx))]:
That means: we need a set Z that contains witnesses yx satisfying ’(vq; w; x; yx) for
all x2 a. Since for any x2 a by the premise Y computes the witness yx we dene
Z :fYsx j x2 a; s2 Sg:
To show that Z interprets also (2), we essentially use the advantage of the -translation.
Here we need functionals R and X such that for any y2Z = fYsx j x2 a; s2 Sg we have
(8r 2Ry 6= ;) ’( ~vq; w1; Xr; y). We just dene (suppressing some superuous parameters)
Ry :fx2 a j (9s2 S)Ysx=yg; Xr : r;
~Qy :fhq; xi j q2Qx; (9s2 Sx)y=Ysx; x2 ag and ~vqy : v(q)0(q)1
and interpret (2):
[x2 a ! (8q2Qx 6= ;)(8s2 Sx 6= ;) ’(vqx; w; x; Ysx)]! [y2fYsx j x2 a; s2 Sg
! (8q2 ~Qy 6= ;)(8r 2Ry 6= ;)(r 2 a^ ’( ~vq; w; Xr; y))]:
The situation here is similar to (Q4): We are only able to give a set R of interpreting
terms for (2) and not a single term. Again the -translation allows us the interpretation.
(Foundation): (8u2 a)’(u)!’(a) ‘ ’(b) provided a =2’(u).
Suppose ’(a)  9vQ8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w; a). By induction hypothesis, distribu-
tion lemma and several trivial substitutions by 1 we have terms W0; U0; X0; V1; Q1 (by
-abstraction we consider a as an additional parameter, i.e., write W0V0Q0wxa) such
that:
(8x2X0V0Q0wa)[U0V0Q0wxa2 a
! (8q2Q0(U0V0Q0wxa)6= ;) ’(V0(U0V0Q0wxa)q;W0V0Q0wxa; U0V0Q0wxa)]
! (8q2Q1V0Q0a6= ;) ’(V1V0Q0aq; w; a): (1)
3 To be more precise: according to the -translation we need a pair Z; T , but T will be just 1 and hence
we suppress it.
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By simultaneous recursion (cf. Lemma 3.10) we dene
Qa :Q1(va)(Qa)a and va :V1(va)(Qa)a:
We substitute in (1) va for V0 and Qa for Q0 and obtain
(8x2X0(vQa)wa)[U0(vQa)wxa2 a! (8q2 (Qa)(U0(vQa)wxa)6= ;)
’(va(U0(vQa)wxa)q;W0(vQa)wxa; U0(vQa)wxa)]
! (8q2Qa 6= ;) ’(vaq; w; a): (2)
To interpret the conclusion of the foundation rule, we have to show for arbitrary w; b:
(8q2Qb 6= ;) ’(vbq; w; b): (3)
The proof of (3) needs some comments. In arithmetic the interpretation of the induction
rule uses essentially the function _−: that is, one counts backwards starting from b and
denes explicitly all the parameters wi that are needed to verify the conclusion. In set
theory there is no operation _− on sets. Instead, we do the following: By a Skolem-
process we dene a set T that contains all needed parameters and is closed under the
application of W0. Since W0 might be of arbitrary type , T is a set of nite sequences
coding nite sets of objects of type . We dene, using Lemmas 3:11{3:13
g :TC(fbg [ fX0(vu)(Qu)wu j u2TC(fbg)g);
T :Finseq(g g); i.e. T :fh(x1; y1); : : : ; (xn; yn)i j xi; yi 2 g; n2!g and
Fhi :w; F(s_h(x; y)i) :W0(vy)(Qy)(Fs)xy:
By 2-induction on c we show  (c), where
 (c) : c2TC(fag)! (8s2T )(8q2Qc 6= ;) ’(vcq; Fs; c):
For c= b and s= hi this yields (3).
Suppose that for all u2 c we have  (u). To show  (c) we suppose c2 g and choose
s2T and have to show
(8q2Qc 6= ;) ’(vcq; Fs; c):
By (2) it suces to show that for all x2X0(vQc)wc and all u2 c
(8q2Qcu 6= ;) ’(vcuq;W0(vQc)(Fs)xc; u) (4)
holds. It is s_h(x; c)i 2T and hence by  (u) we get
(8q2Qu 6= ;) ’(vuq; F(s_h(x; c)i); u):
The denition
F(s_h(x; c)i)=W0(vc)(Qc)(Fs)xc
and vu= vcu; Qu=Qcu gives (4).
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Corollary 4.4. CZF− is consistent relative to T2.
As a further consequence of the interpretation theorem we show that all provably
total -denable set functions of CZF− are represented in T2 by terms of T2:
Corollary 4.5. Let ’(x; y) :9z’0(x; y; z); ’0 20 and CZF−‘9!y’(x; y). Then
there are functionals F; S; Z such that
T2 ‘ (8s2 Sx 6= ;)’0(x; Fx; Zsx):
Proof. The uniqueness part of the assumption implies
CZF− ‘’0(x; y1; z1)^’0(x; y2; z2)!y1 =y2;
this is a 0-formula, hence by the interpretation theorem it is derivable also in T2. The
interpretation theorem applied to CZF− ‘9yz’0(x; y; z) provides terms Y; Z0; Q; S0 with
free parameter x and
T2 ‘ (8q2Q 6= ;)(8s2 S0 6= ;)’0(x; Yq; Z0s):
Dene Fx : S fYq j q2Qg; S : x:S0 and Z : x:Z0: By T2 ‘ (8q1; q2 2Q)Yq1 =Yq2
we have T2 ‘ (8q2Q)Fx=Yq ^ (9q2Q)Fx=Yq and hence





This yields the assertion.
In the rest of this section we interpret the theory CZF (which adds (Subset-
Collection) to CZF−) in the extension T+2 of T2. By Lemma 2.2 CZF is equivalent
to CZF− plus the fullness axiom. Therefore the interpretation of CZF is a corollary of
the following lemma:
Lemma 4.6. 8ab9cFull(c; a; b) is -interpretable in T+2 .
Proof. Consider the translation
(9cFull(c; a; b))9CQ8R(8q2Q 6= ;)[R2mv(ab)!9d2Cq R : a>−<d]:
By putting Q : 1 and C : x:Fab (the fullness functional) we get
T+2 ‘ (8q2Q 6= ;)[R2mv(ab)!9d2Cq R : a>−<d]:
Corollary 4.7. CZF is -interpretable in T+2 .
It is no surprise that a fullness functional interprets (Subset-Collection). Vice versa,
we can show that any extension of T2 that interprets all of CZF already contains such
a fullness functional. Therefore T+2 is a minimal extension of T2 that interprets CZF :
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Theorem 4.8. Suppose T is an extension of T2 that -interprets CZF: Then there is
a functional G : o! o! o in T such that
(1) T ‘R2mv(ab)!9d2Gab R : a>−<d:
Proof. The -interpretability of 9cFull(c; a; b) gives terms C;Q[a; b] in T:
T ‘ (8q2Q 6= ;)[R2mv(ab)!9d2Cq R : a>−<d]:
Dene Gab : S fCq j q2Qg: Then G fullls (1).
This is a corollary of 4:7 and Lemma 2.2.
Corollary 4.9. In T+2 an exponentiation functional exp such that T
+
2 ‘ (f : a! b) !
f2 exp ab is denable.
Proof. CZF proves the exponentiation theorem. The interpretation theorem and an ar-
gument similar to that in the theorem above gives the exponentiation functional.
5. Constructive set theories in all nite types
In this section we characterize the strength of the translation . In order to obtain a
framework for this discussion, we dene systems of constructive set theory in all nite
types, i.e., extensions of T2 with quantiers of arbitrary type. We introduce principles
(WAC); (IP2) and (M2) that are strong enough to prove the equivalence ’$’ for
all formulae ’ of the extended language. Vice versa these schemes are derivable using
suitable instances of ’$’.
Denition 5.1 (Constructive set theories in all nite types). The language of T2 ex-
tended by quantiers for all nite types is called L!2 . The extension with the fullness
functional is called L!2
+. We dene the following theories and schemes:
(i) CZF!− : T2 [but the (Ext-Rule) only with side-formulae ’2 T2] +
Q1{Q4 for quantiers of arbitrary nite type +
(Strong-Collection) and (Foundation) for arbitrary formulae of L!2 .





(iii) (WAC) :8x9y’(x; y)!9Y o! ! S! o8x(8s2 Sx 6= ;)’(x; Ysx).
(iv) (WAC) : S (WAC).
(v) (IP2) : (8w’!9u )!9US[8w’! (8s2 S 6= ;) (Us)]; ’2 T2.
(vi) (M2) : (8w’!  )!9WX [(8x2X )’(Wx)!  ] ’;  2 T2.
(vii) CZF!− :CZF!− + (WAC) + (IP2) + (M2).
(viii) CZF! :CZF! + (WAC) + (IP2) + (M2).
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Note that in (iii), (v) and (vi) x; y; w and u may be tuples. In (viii) the conditions on
the formulae within the schemes (WAC); (M2) and (IP2) are formulated, of course,
with T+2 instead of T2.
Remark 5.2 (Equality in higher types and the (Ext-Rule)). In Remark 3.17 we
explained the role of equality in higher types and the (Ext-Rule) in T2. Of course,
all these considerations apply here as well, in particular the need for the (Ext-Rule) to
dene e.g. . On the other hand, we obviously want our systems of constructive set
theories in all nite types to be -interpretable. However, the (Ext-Rule) with arbitrary
side-formulae is no longer -interpretable (see the next section). Hence we accept the
(Ext-Rule) only with side-formulae ’2 T2.
As we shall see in Corollary 6.8, as a consequence of this limitation none of the
theories CZF!−;CZF!;CZF!− and CZF
!
 satisfy the deduction theorem.
Denition 5.3 (The translation  for L!2 ). The translation
 can easily be extended
to the language L!2 (and similarly to L
!
2
+): to every formula ’2L!2 we assign a for-
mula ’ :9vQ 8w (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w) with matrix (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w) a formula
of T2:
’ :’ for ’ in T2:
The rest of the denition is just as in Denition 4.1.
The requirement that the matrix of a translated formula is in T2 needs a comment.
Formulae of T2 contain restricted existential quantiers only within 0-formulae. In
general, ’ may contain equations of arbitrary type. Note that (8q2Q 6= ;)
’(vq; w) is
(9q2Q1)(q= q)^    ^ (9q2Qn)(q= q)^ (8q1 2Q1)    (8qn 2Qn)
’(v1q1; : : : ; vnqn; w1; : : : ; wm);
and this is in T2, provided ’ is in T2.
Lemma 5.4. CZF!− derives (Pair); (Union); (Innity); (0-Separation). CZF! derives
(Subset-Collection).
Proof. (Pair); (Union); (Innity) and (0-Separation) are all set-existence axioms. The
sets all have a 0-description, and T2 contains terms for these sets. Hence CZF!−
proves the existence of these sets. Since CZF! is augmented by the fullness functional
we obtain the second claim.
Lemma 5.5. In CZF!− we can prove:
(i) 9v8w’(v; w)$9VQ8w(8q2Q 6= ;)’(Vq; w).
(ii) 9YS8x(8s2 Sx 6= ;)’(x; Ysx)!8x9y’(x; y).
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(iii) 9US[8w’! (8s2 S 6= ;) (Us)]! (8w’!9u ):
(iv) 9WX [(8x2X )’(Wx)!  ]! (8w’!  ):
Proof. (i) \! ": We dene Q : 1 and V : q:v.
\ ": Suppose there are VQ such that 8w(8q2Q 6= ;)’(Vq; w). Then there is q0 2Q
and we have 8w’(Vq0; w) and so 9v8w’(v; w). Note that v is in general not denable
in terms of T2.
(ii) is easy: Suppose that the antecedent holds and x is given. Then there is s2 Sx.
Hence y :=Ysx fullls ’(x; y). (iii) and (iv) are similar.
We now give a characterization of the translation , namely that CZF!−+f’$’ j
’ 2 L!2 g=CZF!− . One inclusion is proved by translating the additional principles
of CZF!− and using the equivalence of the principles to their translations. The other
inclusion is proved by induction on the build-up of formulae: using the principles
of CZF!− we show the equivalence of any formula to its translation. The following
technical lemma is useful in the induction step, the proof is straightforward by a
distribution argument.
Lemma 5.6. CZF!− proves the equivalence of the following two formulae:
9WXYRTS8vQz(8s2 SvQ 6= ;)(8t 2TvQzs5 6= ;)
[(8x2XvQzs2t2)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQzs1t1x)
! (8r 2RvQs4 6= ;)  (YvQs3r; z)] (1)
9WXYR8vQz[(8x2XvQz)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq;WvQzx)
! (8r 2RvQ 6= ;)  (YvQr; z)]: (2)
Lemma 5.7. CZF!− proves for all formulae ’2L!2 : (8s2 S 6= ;)8w’(w; s)$8w
(8s2 S 6= ;)’(w; s).
We are now able to prove the characterization theorem:
Theorem 5.8 (Characterization theorem). CZF!− =CZF
!− + f’$’ j’2L!2 g.
Proof. \": We prove the additional schemes of CZF!− in CZF!− + f’$’ j
’ 2L!2 g. (WAC): By ’$’ we have ’$9v8w ~’ for some ~’2 T2. Hence
(8x9y’)$ (8x9yv8w ~’)
$9YVST8x8w(8s2 Sx 6= ;)(8t 2Tx 6= ;) ~’(x; Ysx; Vtx; w):
By Lemma 5.5(ii) this implies
9YS8x(8s2 Sx 6= ;)9v8w ~’(x; Ysx; v; w)$9YS8x(8s2 Sx 6= ;)’(x; Ysx):
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Using the equivalence of a formula to its translation this yields (WAC).
(IP2): Suppose ’2 T2,  $9y8z ~ and ~ 2 T2.
(8w’!9u )$ (8w’!9uy8z ~ )
$9WXUYST8z[(8x2Xz)’(Wzx)! (8s2 S 6= ;)(8t 2T 6= ;) ~ (z; Us; Yt)]
By Lemma 5.5(ii), (iv) we have
!9UYST8z[8w’! (8s2 S 6= ;)(8t 2T 6= ;) ~ (z; Us; Yt)]
!9US[8w’! (8s2 S 6= ;)9y8z ~ (z; Us; y)]:
This is now equivalent to
9US[8w’! (8s2 S 6= ;) (Us)]:
(M2): Suppose ’;  2 T2. Then
(8w’!  )9WX [(8x2X )’(Wx)!  ]
and we obtain immediately (M2).
\": We show for all ’2L!2 the equivalence ’$’ by induction on ’.
1. ’2 T2 is obvious.
2. ’’0 ^’1 and ’’0 _’1 : immediately using the induction hypothesis.
3. ’9u’0: The assertion follows by induction hypothesis and Lemma 5.5(i).
4. ’8u’0(u). We have the following equivalences:
8u’0(u)$I:H: 8u(’0(u))8u9vQ8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq; w; u):
Using (WAC) and Lemma 5.5(ii) this is equivalent to
9VQST8uw(8s2 Su 6= ;)(8t 2Tu 6= ;)(8q2Qtu 6= ;) ’0(Vqsu; w; u):
By distribution this is equivalent to
9VQ8uw(8q2Qu 6= ;) ’0(Vqu; w; u)
and by 5:5(i) we obtain (8u’0(u)):
5. ’’ 0!  0. We have
’$I:H: ’0!  0 9vQ8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq; w)
!9yR8z(8r 2R6= ;)  0(yr; z)
Intuitionistic predicate logic yields
8vQ[8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq; w)!9yR8z(8r 2R 6= ;)  0(yr; z)]:
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By (IP2) and 5:5(iii) this is equivalent to
8vQ9YRST [8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq; w)
! (8s2 S 6= ;)(8t 2T 6= ;)8z(8r 2Rs 6= ;)  0(Yrt; z)]:
Distribution and Lemma 5.7 give
8vQ9YR[8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq; w)!8z(8r 2R 6= ;)  0(Yr; z)]:
Intuitionistic predicate logic yields
8vQ9YR8z[8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq; w)! (8r 2R 6= ;)  0(Yr; z)]:
We apply (M2) and 5:5(iv):
8vQ9YR8z9WX [(8x2X )(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq;Wx)! (8r 2R6= ;)  0(Yr; z)]:
Two applications of (WAC) provide
9WXYRTS8vQz(8s2 SvQ 6= ;)(8t 2TvQzs5 6= ;)
[(8x2XvQzs2t2)(8q2Q 6= ;) ’0(vq;WvQzs1t1x)! (8r 2RvQs4 6= ;)  0(YvQs3r; z)]
By Lemma 5.6 this is equivalent to ’.
The next theorem shows that the principles (WAC); (IP2) and (M2) are interpretable
in T2:




Proof. The logical and set-theoretical axioms and rules of CZF!− are interpreted in
the same way as in the case of CZF−. For the introduction rule Q4 of the restricted ex-
istential quantier note that in formulae of T2 the restricted existential quantier occurs
only within 0-formulae. Therefore the separation-terms needed for the interpretation
of that rule are available. (Similarly, for A10 we use the fact that disjunctions occur
only within 0-formulae). All dening axioms of T2 and the (Ext-Rule) are unchanged
by the translation and hence interpretable. It remains to interpret the new principles of
CZF!− . By the Characterization Theorem 5.8 it suces to show that for any ’ 2L!2
the formula ’$’ is interpretable.
Suppose ’9vQ 8w (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w) and further (’)9VQST8w
(8s2 S 6= ;)(8t 2T 6= ;)(8q2Qt 6= ;) ’(Vqs; w).
1. ’!’. We have to show that there are terms W0; X; V1; Q1; S; T such that
(8x2Xv0Q0w1)(8q2Q0 6= ;) ’(v0q;W0v0Q0w1x)
! (8s2 Sv0Q0 6= ;)(8t 2Tv0Q0 6= ;)(8q2Q1v0Q0t 6= ;) ’(V1v0Q0qs; w1):
This follows by putting Xv0Q0w1 : 1; Sv0Q0 : 1; Tv0Q0 : 1; Q1v0Q0t :Q0;
W0v0Q0w1x :w1; V1v0Q0qs : v0q.
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2. ’!’: We need terms W1; X1; V0; Q0 satisfying
(8x2XV1Q1STw0)(8s2 S 6= ;)(8t 2T 6= ;)(8q2Q1t 6= ;) ’(V1qs;W1V1Q1STw0x)
! (8q2Q0V1Q1ST 6= ;) ’(V0V1Q1STq; w0):
The standard distribution argument provides the interpreting terms:
XV1Q1STw0 : 1; W1V1Q1STw0x :w0;
Q0V1Q1ST :f(q; s) j q2Q1t; s2 S; t 2Tg
V0V1Q1STq :V1(q)0(q)1:
This yields the theorem.
Corollary 5.10. CZF!− is a conservative extension of T2 and it is consistent relative
to T2.
Corollary 5.11. Every formula that is -interpretable in T2 is derivable in CZF!− .
Proof. Suppose ’9vQ 8w (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w) and ’ is interpretable in T2, i.e.
we have terms v; Q such that
T2 ‘ (8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w): (1)
Then (1) is also derivable in CZF!−, hence
CZF!− ‘ 9vQ8w(8q2Q 6= ;) ’(vq; w):
The corollary follows now from ’$’.
Corollary 5.12 (Characterization of the set-functions and denable sets of CZF!− ).
(i) Suppose CZF!− ‘ 8x9!y9z’(x; y; z); y : o and ’2 T2. Then there are function-
als F; S; Z in T2 satisfying
T2 ‘ (8s2 Sx 6= ;)’(x; Fx; Zxs):
(ii) Suppose CZF!− ‘ 8x9!y’(x; y) with y : o and ’ 2L!2 arbitrary. Then there
is a functional F in T2 satisfying
CZF!− ‘ ’(x; Fx):
(iii) Suppose CZF!− ‘ (8x2 a)9!y9z’(x; y; z) with y : o and ’ 2 T2. Then there
are functionals F; R; Z in T2 satisfying
T2 ‘ x2 a! (8r 2Rx 6= ;)’(x; Fx; Zrx):
(iv) If CZF!− ‘ 9x (x) then there are functionals S; X in T2 satisfying
CZF!− ‘ (8s2 S 6= ;) (Xs):
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Proof. (i) and (ii) are analogous to 4.5. (iv) follows from the interpretation theorem.
(iii): Consider the -translation of x2 a!9y9z’(x; y; z). This yields
CZF!− ‘ 9YZSR[x2 a! (8s2 S 6= ;)(8r 2R 6= ;)’(x; Ys; Zr)]:
By the interpretation theorem and arguments as in 4.5 we obtain functionals F; Z
and R.
It is straightforward to get the results of this section also for CZF! and T
+
2 :
Corollary 5.13. CZF! =CZF
! + f’$’ j’ 2 L!2 +g. Furthermore; 5:9{5:12 also
hold when we replace CZF!− by CZF
!
 and T2 by T
+
2 .
6. Hereditarily majorizable functionals
The aim of this section is to prove that there is no -interpretation by functionals
of T+2 of the simplest non-trivial case of the axiom of extensionality
(E2) 8Y(8u[u= u]!Y=Y)
where  and  have type 1 and Y has type 2. The proof is similar to that given in [26]
and uses the notion of hereditarily majorizable functionals. Howard introduced this in
the context of arithmetic. We adapt his denition to set theory.
Denition 6.1 (Hereditarily majorizable set functionals). We dene a transitive or-
dering < on the universe of sets.
a<b : a2TC(b):
By induction on  we now dene X maj X for functionals X
; X of type :
(i) amajo a : a> a ( : a>a _ a= a).
(ii) Fmaj!  F :8GG(Gmaj G)FGmaj FG).
We write FmajF if F and F are of the same type  and Fmaj F .
A functional is called hereditarily majorizable if there is a functional F with
FmajF .
Lemma 6.2. The relation maj has the following properties
(i) FmajF and GmajG)FGmajFG.




1 : : : G

pmajG0G1 : : : Gp.
(iii) Suppose HX1 : : : Xn is of type o. If HX 1 : : : X

n majHX1 : : : Xn for all X

i ; Xi
with X i majXi (i=1; : : : ; n); then H
majH .
We will now extend the system T+2 to T

2 by adding a new functional R
+. We prove
that all functionals of this extension are hereditarily majorizable. Later we show that
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hereditarily majorizable functionals do not interpret (E2). This implies that (E2) is not
-interpretable in T+2 .
Denition 6.3 (The system T2). T

2 is the extension of T
+
2 which is equipped with a
new functional R+ and dening axiom
R+Ga=G[(R+G)+a]a
where the modied restriction functional + is dened
+o fax :ffz j z<ag; +! fax : z: [((xo:fxz)+ a)x]:
In this section we argue in CZF!+ T2 + (REM). Note that Howard’s proof (cf. [35,
pp. 454{461]) makes essential use of the excluded middle for type o. Note further
that we need the exponentiation functional to majorize the functional U and R+ to
majorize R.
Theorem 6.4 (CZF! + T2 + (REM)). All functionals of T
+
2 are hereditarily majoriz-
able by functionals of T2 .
Proof. (i) 0; !; K and S are self-majorizing.
(ii) The functional Suc is majorized by
Suc : ab:fSuc xy j x6 a; y6 bg:
Suppose we are given a; a; b; b where amaj a; bmaj b. We have to show Suc ab6
Sucab. By the premise a6 a; b6 b we have Suc ab2Suc ab; hence Suc ab6
Suc ab.
(iii) Similar we obtain majorizing functionals for N; I and the fullness-functional F :
N  : abc:fNxyz j x6 a; y6 b; z6 cg; I : ab:fIxy j x6 a; y6 bg
F : ab:fFxy j x6 a; y6 bg:
(iv) For U , the situation is dierent. We need a functional U  with the property that
for fmajf and amaj a we have U famajUfa. That is
S ffz j z 2 ag6U fa.
However, it is not so easy to recover f from f if we only know fmajf. There-
fore we need the following construction using the exponentiation-functional (which is
denable in T+2 by 4.9):
U  : fa:
n[
rng(g) j g2 (exp xy); x6 a; y6fa
o
:
Suppose fmajf and amaj a. We are done if we prove Ufa=
S ffz j z 2 ag2U 
fa. Let g:=fhx; fxi j x2 ag. For all x2 a we have by assumption x6 a and hence
by fmajf it follows fx6fa. This implies that g is a function (i.e., a set and
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not a functional) such that





rng(g)2U fa the majorizability is proved.
(v) For the functional R suppose that G; X2; : : : ; Xn are of appropriate type such that
RGaX2 : : : Xn is of type o. Then we dene
R : GaX2 : : : Xn:fR+GxX2 : : : Xn j x6 ag;
and show that RmajR. First we prove by 2-induction on a that for all GmajG
R+GamajRGa (1)
holds. Suppose that by induction hypothesis (1) holds for all x2 a. By the recursion
equations for R+ and R we need to show
G(R+G+a)a maj G(RGa)a: (2)
By assumption GmajG, therefore we have to show
(R+G+a)maj (RGa): (3)
Using Lemma 6.2(i) we take X 1 majX1; : : : ; X

n majXn and show
R+G+aX 1 : : : X

n majRGaX1 : : : Xn: (4)
By denition we have
R+G+aX 1 : : : X

n = fR+GxX 2 : : : X n j x6 ag
and
RGaX1 : : : Xn=
(
RGX1 : : : Xn; X1 2 a;
0; :X1 2 a:
Consider the two cases (by (REM) this case-distinction is complete):
1. X1 =2 a. Then obviously 06R+G+aX 1 : : : X n .
2. X1 2 a. Then by induction hypothesis we have R+GX1 majRGX1 and hence R+G
X1X 2 : : : X

n majRGX1 : : : Xn.
Therefore RGaX1 : : : Xn6R+G
+aX 1 : : : X

n . In both cases we have (4) and obtain
(2), hence (1).
Now we show that RmajR: Let GmajG; amaj a; X 2 majX2; : : : ; X

n majXn.
Then RGaX 2 : : : X

n = fR+GxX 2 : : : X n j x6 ag. By (1) we have RGaX2 : : : Xn
6R+GaX 2 : : : Xn and by denition this is 6R
GaX 2 : : : X

n .
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
In the following theorem we assume that Xr and Z1; : : : ; Zs(r) are variables such that
XrZ1 : : : Zs(r) is of type o.
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Theorem 6.5 (CZF!). Let F : 1!    ! p! o be hereditarily majorizable; a : o
and for 16 r6p denote by Mr the set of all functionals Xr of type r such that
8Z1 : : : Zs(r) (XrZ1 : : : Zs(r)6 a):
Then there is b : o satisfying
(8X1 2M1) : : : (8Xp 2Mp) FX1 : : : Xp<b:
Proof. Take F such that FmajF . For 16r6p let Gr : Z1 : : : Zs(r):a. Then
Lemma 6.2 yields (8x2Mr)Gr maj x and hence
(8X1 2M1) : : : (8Xp 2Mp) FG1 : : : GpmajFX1 : : : Xp:
The denition b :fFG1 : : : Gpg gives a suciently large majorant.
Theorem 6.6 (CZF! + (REM)). For r=1; 2 let Nr be the set of all functionals X : r
satisfying
8Z (XZ6 1): (1)
Suppose further that there are X : o; a : o and F : 2! 1! 1! o! o satisfying
(8Y 2N2)(82N1)(8x2X ) FY(u:0)x<a: (2)
Then the following does not hold:
8Y(Y 6=Y! (9x2X ) (FYx) 6= (FYx)): (3)
Proof. Dene the following functionals:
Ya : :

1 if a = 1
0 else




Suppose that (3) holds for  : u:0 and let G : Yx:FY(u:0)x. Then Ya(u:0)=0
and Ya(a)= 1, hence by (3) and (GYaax)= 0 we obtain
(9x2X ) (a(GYaax) 6=0):
Therefore we have an x0 2X with :(FYaa(u:0)x0<a). This contradicts (2), since
Ya 2N2; a 2N1 and x0 2X .
Corollary 6.7 (CZF! + (REM)). There is no hereditarily majorizable functional that
-interprets the axiom of extensionality for type 2:
(E2) 8u(u= u)!Y=Y
and hence (E2) is neither -interpretable in T2 nor in T+2 .
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Proof. Via distribution we have (E2)$9FX [(8x2X )((FYx)= (FYx))!
Y=Y]. If (E2) is -interpretable, then we have functionals F; X such that
Y 6= Y! (9x2X )(FYx) 6= (FYx):
If F is hereditarily majorizable, then by Theorem 6.5 there is a such that
(8Y 2N2)(82N1)(8x2X ) FY(u:0)x < a;
but this contradicts 6.6.
Remark. In the context of arithmetic, Bezem [9] has shown that no bar-recursive
functional interprets (E2); Kohlenbach [28] generalized this result for Friedrich’s system
T1;  + BR of functionals of innite type.
Corollary 6.8 (Troelstra [35], p. 242). All theories CZF!−;CZF!;CZF!− ;CZF
!
 do
not satisfy the deduction-theorem.
Proof. Let S be any theory of CZF!−;CZF!;CZF!− ;CZF
!
 and ;  variables of type 1.
Then
S + 8u(u= u) ‘ u= u;
hence, by the (Ext-Rule)
S + 8u(u= u) ‘ = :
For a contradiction, we now suppose that S satises the deduction theorem:
S ‘ 8u(u= u)! = :
This gives (E2), which is not -interpretable. On the other hand, S is -interpretable
(either in T2 or in T+2 ).
Remark. This argument shows that the deduction theorem does not hold for deductions
from (open) assumptions. Kohlenbach [30] sharpens this result for WE−HA! and gives
a (closed) 01-axiom that violates the deduction theorem.
7. Functional interpretation of Kripke{Platek set theories
In this section we dene Kripke{Platek set theory in all nite types (KP
!
!), introduce
the Shoeneld variant _ of the translation  and show that KP
!
! is _-interpretable in a
classical version Tc2 of T2. We further characterize the translation
_ { here the crucial
axiom is a schema related to (WAC). Similar to Section 5 we are able to interpret
KP
!
! in Tc2 and obtain a characterization of the provably total -denable set functions
of KP
!
! in terms of functionals of Tc2. Finally, we consider KPi;KPM and KP!+(Pow).
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We dene additional functionals that are sucient to interpret these theories. In this
section we give the main denitions and sketch the results, usually the proofs are
similar to those in the previous sections.




2 is the clas-
sical counterpart of T2 and it is formulated in the f:;_; (8x2 a)g-fragment of the
language of T2. Terms of Tc2 are those of T2. The formulae of T
c
2 are dened induc-
tively:
(i) a2 b; s=t are formulae, where a; b are terms of type o and s; t terms of
type .
(ii) If ’;  are formulae, then also (:’); (’ _  ) and (8x2 a)’.
We abbreviate as usual (9x2 a)’ ::(8x2 a):’; ’^  ::(:’ _ : ); ’!  :
:’ _  . Note that now disjunctions and restricted existential quantiers may occur in
front of equations of higher type. We denote this enlarged formula-class by !0 .
Tc2 is T2 plus the law of the excluded middle ’ _ :’ for all formulae ’ of Tc2.
Similarly, we introduce the classical counterpart T+c2 of T
+
2 .
Note that we do not increase the number of basic functionals. In [12, 13] we introduced
case distinction functionals as basic functionals, by Lemma 3.8 we see that they are
denable and hence superuous. Furthermore, we have separation terms for all 0-
formulae, but not for formulae in !0 .
Denition 7.2 (Kripke{Platek set theory in all nite types). The language of KP
!
! is
L!2 (again we consider the f:;_;8g-fragment). Axioms and rules are
{ all axioms and rules of Tc2,
{ full classical predicate logic,





! : KP !! +f8x9y’(x; y)!9Y o! ! So! o
8x(9s2 Sx)’(x; Ysx) j’2!0 g:
This choice principle is slightly weaker than (WAC) for !0 -formulae. This is, since
we have only (92 s)Sx instead of (8s2 Sx 6= ;), but no !0 -Separation.
Lemma 7.3. KP
!
! ‘ (0-Separation); (Pair); (Union); (Innity).
Hence KP! is a sub-theory of KP
!
!.
The following translation _ is the Shoeneld variant of the translation :
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Denition 7.4 (The Shoeneld variant _ of ). To any formula of KP
!
! we assign a
formula of the following shape: (where ’2!0 )
8v1 : : :8vn9w1 : : : 9wm9X1 : : : 9Xm(9x1 2X1) : : : (9xm 2Xm)
’(v1; : : : ; vn; w1x1; : : : ; wmxm):
We abbreviate a formula of that shape by 8v9wX (9x2X ) ’(v; wx) and dene induc-
tively:
’_ :’; ’2!0
Now let ’_  8v9wX (9x2X ) ’(v; wx);  _  8y9zU (9u2U )  (y; zu)
with disjoint tuples of variables
(’ _  )_ :8vy9wzXU (9x2X )(9u2U )[ ’(v; wx) _  (y; zu)]
(8u’)_ :8vu9wX (9x2X ) ’(u; v; wx)
(:’)_ :8WX9VZ(9z 2Z)[(8x2X (Vz)): ’(Vz; (W (Vz))x)]:
An L!2 -formula ’ with
_-translation ’_  8v9wX (9x2X ) ’(v; wx) is called _-
interpretable in Tc2, if there exist sequences of terms w; X with parameters v and the
free variables of ’ such that Tc2 ‘ (9x2X ) ’(v; wx).




! +f’$’_ j’2L!2 g.
Proof. The direction from the left to the right is easy by induction on the built up of
’. The only interesting case is negation. 8x9y’(x; y)!9Y o! ! So8x(9s2 Sx)’
(x; Ysx) is precisely the axiom we need here. For the other direction consider the
translation of 8x9y’(x; y)!9Y o! ! So8x(9s2 Sx)’(x; Ysx).
Theorem 7.6 (Interpretation theorem). KP
!
! is _-interpretable in Tc2.
Corollary 7.7. KP
!
! is a conservative extension of Tc2; it is consistent relative to T
c
2.
If ’ is _-interpretable in Tc2; then ’ is derivable in KP
!
!.
Corollary 7.8. Suppose KP
!
! ‘ 8x9!y9z’(x; y; z); y : o and ’20. Then there are
functionals F; S; Z in Tc2 such that T
c
2 ‘ (9s2 Sx)’(x; Fx; Zxs).
Corollary 7.9. The -denable set functions of KP
!
! coincide with the type 1 func-
tionals of Tc2.
Proof. Combine 7:8 and Theorem 4 of [12].
In the remaining part of this section we examine extensions of KP! and give inter-
pretations using additional functionals. The results are straightforward: one just intro-
duces new functionals that realize the new axioms. Therefore these results are of minor
interest, but for sake of completeness we briey sketch them. We rst consider the
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following two extensions of KP!: KPi and KPM. We introduce two new functionals +
of type o! o and M of type 1! o with the following dening axioms (write x+ for
+x):
(+) Ad(x+)^ x2 x+.
(M1) Ad(Mf).
(M2) (8x2Mf)(9y2Mf)(fx=y).
Theorem 7.10. (i) KPi is _-interpretable in Tc2 + (Ad1)− (Ad3) plus the axiom (+).
(ii) KPM is _-interpretable in Tc2 + (Ad1)− (Ad3) + (M1) + (M2).
Proof. (i) The translation does not change (Ad1)− (Ad3). The axiom (Lim) is obvi-
ously interpretable using the functional +.
(ii) Using the Mahlo-functional we can interpret the Mahlo-rule:
Suppose  _  8v9wX (9x2X )  (v; wx). If the premise of (Mahlo) is interpretable we
have terms w0; X0; Y0; Q0[a; v] such that
9x2X0  (v; w0x) _ (9q2Q0)’(a; Y0q): (1)
We need terms w; X; Z; Q[v] such that
9x2X  (v; wx) _ (9q2Q)[Ad(Zq)^ (8a2Zq)(9y2Zq)’(a; y)]: (2)
We dene Y :fY0q j q2Q0g (note: Y contains the free variable a), Q : 1; Zq :
M (a:Y ); X :f(x; r) j x2X0[a := r]; r 2Z0g and Wx :W0[a := (x)1](x)0.
We show (2): Suppose that we have
(8x2X ):  (v; wx): (3)
By (M1) we have Ad(Z0). Given a2Z0 we have to nd y2Z0 with ’(a; y). By (3)
and (1) we have (8x2X0):  (v; w0x), hence there is q2Q0 with ’(a; Y0q). Then using
(M2) we obtain y :Y0q 2Y 2M (a:Y )=Z0. By Ad(Z0) the set Z0 is transitive and
therefore y2Z0. This yields the assertion.
Finally we consider the power-set axiom: (Pow) 9x8y(y2 x$y a).
Theorem 7.11. KP!+ (Pow) is _-interpretable in T+c2 .
Proof. Recall that CZF proves the exponentiation axiom. In the presence of classical
logic this is equivalent to (Pow).
8. Final remarks
This paper gives rise to various further questions, among them:
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Is it possible to extend the interpretation to extensions of CZF, e.g. by (DC) (de-
pendent choice) or the presentation axiom (cf. [2]), and which additional functionals
are needed therefore?
Is there a relation between our functional interpretation and Aczel’s interpretation?
Are there interesting models of T2 besides the term model and the full type structure?
More advanced applications of the technique of majorizability are known [29] and
it should be possible to apply them in the context of set theory as well.
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